Dear Editor,

Besides psychiatric symptoms, deficits in episodic memory are frequently experienced in people with schizophrenia. Memory involves encoding, storage, and retrieval. While all three stages are important, information has to be accurately encoded before they can be stored and retrieved. Even though there have been reports that described changes in brain activation while performing an episodic encoding task in schizophrenia, very little is known about the time dimension of these cognitive processes. The event-related potential (ERP) technique is well suited for the temporal and precise measurement of the brain electrical activities resulting from cognitive processes because of its resolution at millisecond scale. Previous ERP studies that have been conducted in schizophrenia tended to focus on pre-attentive information processing, social cognition or memory retrieval. To my knowledge, only two recent investigations have examined temporal aspect of episodic encoding. Green et al. focused on both early perceptual and late encoding processes. Their participants performed semantic encoding by determining whether words displayed on a computer screen gave a pleasant or unpleasant feeling. As evidenced by their results, early encoding processes were unchanged in schizophrenia while changes in later (and higher order) processes contributed to their deficits in episodic encoding.

Battal Merlet et al. examined semantic coherence effect during episodic encoding in schizophrenia using a N400 paradigm. Their N400 results indicated that people with schizophrenia could take external semantic cues and use them to improve memory performance. However, they were unable to process implicit inter-item relationships. These two studies may be the beginning of potential a new line of research in schizophrenia. Future related studies might consider the following:

1. Including a baseline condition where participants are not instructed to use a specific encoding method. To convincingly claim whether and how much different methods of encoding might benefit people with schizophrenia or not and examine the cognitive processes that lead to changes in memory performance, this condition would be necessary.

2. If a subsequent memory paradigm is used as in Green et al., participants will need to be trained and prompted of the proper task-taking procedure to reduce the likelihood of retrieval strategies affecting encoding results. In addition, task design should allow differentiation of confidently remembered trials from less confidently remembered trials. As more variabilities in cognitive processes are likely to be observed in schizophrenia, this procedure increases the possibility of finding the effects intended.

3. Performing source analysis to identify neural substrates associated with the cognitive processes. This should also permit some comparisons with reports that used the functional magnetic resonance imaging technique.

4. Using a larger sample size to allow comparisons of differential effects of encoding methods across subgroups, such as years after disease onset or severity of psychiatric symptoms.

It is hopeful that as more knowledge about the encoding processes of people with schizophrenia is gained, new intervention strategies for their memory remediation may be developed.
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